Dynamic right ventricular outflow obstruction: a new cause of systolic murmurs in cats.
We have identified and characterized a new cause of variable parasternal systolic murmurs in cats. Color Doppler echocardiography of 51 cats presented for evaluation of a cardiac murmur demonstrated a localized, turbulent systolic jet located within the right ventricular (RV) outflow region, originating just cranial to the tricuspid valve. Spectral Doppler tracings of the turbulent jets showed abnormally high peak velocity, late systolic flow acceleration, and marked variability with heart rate, typical of dynamic stenosis. Frame-by-frame examination of 2-dimensional (2D) echocardiographic images after color Doppler subtraction revealed systolic apposition of the RV free wall with the interventricular septum at the origin of the turbulent jets. Therefore, we termed this turbulent flow pattern "dynamic right ventricular obstruction" (DRVO). Most cats with DRVO were >4 years old (45 of 51, 88%) and initially presented with concurrent noncardiac disease (73%). Noncardiac diseases associated with DRVO in older cats included high cardiac output states (hyperthyroidism, anemia, and inflammatory disease) and chronic renal failure with and without systemic hypertension. Of the 45 cats >4 years old, 4 (9%) had no evidence of any other cardiac or noncardiac disease. In contrast, 5 of 6 cats (83%) <4 years old had concurrent cardiac disease. No breed predisposition was identified. Follow-up examination of 10 cats demonstrated no change in the disorder in 8 cats but revealed the disappearance of the murmur and abnormal RV Doppler flow signal in 2 cats after renal transplantation. We propose that DRVO is a physiologic cause of systolic murmurs in cats attributable to RV systolic narrowing.